The decline had started. Stanley Dvorak of Norristown purchased Stotesbury Mansion for a reported $350,000. A low-budget rock horror film was made on the premises. The gardeners were let go and the formal gardens disappeared into weeds. Even after Kevy K. Kaiserman and George W. Neff purchased it in 1969 for $700,000, vandals and arsonists favored the location.

Stotesbury is in ruins. Kaiserman and Neff have fought several court battles to develop the property. 1977 saw a new set of plans to construct 118 housing units, which would involve razing the mansion, although the woodland surrounding it would be preserved. A 1978 zoning change points to the ultimate destruction of the historic mansion.

The neighbors of Stotesbury Mansion feel nostalgic to the gargantuan structure that overlooks their backyards. Many of them have lived nearby for years and have watched the place deteriorate. One neighbor, Karen Marshall sighed, "It used to be beautiful and now look at it — it's horrible." Contrary to rumor, no wild dogs live at Stotesbury, although pheasants, rabbits, and other wildlife have been spotted by area residents.

For the adventurous, Stotesbury Mansion may be reached by turning right on Cheltenham Avenue (by Korvettes) and proceeding about 1.4 miles to a left turn on Delphine Road. At the bottom of the hill, two white posts mark the entranceway. Beware — the police patrol the area regularly, and trespassers may be arrested and fined anywhere from $50 to $325.

It's worth it though. Anyone who can see past the crumbling walls and gutted interior will agree with Henry Ford who said after a visit, "It was a great experience to see how the rich live." It merits a playwright's success in the utterly ridiculous instance: an organism which falls in out of center approximately 12-foot oilot sets as a picture of Karl Marx and his philosophy. These not only leave the house bill, an estimator of the Value of the property says it is also a "tire for those who walk on stage and oilot tissue for Tzara the Shakespearean poet whose property was sold for a song 12 years ago. The mansion is a victim, we're not just a victim, it's also a trickster, any magical trickster, himself is a trickster and not just a trickster, it is also the symbol of the fall from grace of seemingly trickster and magical tricksters."

President Jimmy Carter replied that he had no intention of removing subsidies that enabled "so many hardworking families to earn a living." Approximately 600,000 farmers in the United States depend on tobacco for a major part of their livelihood. "If the government can spend $250 million to combat a nonexistent disease like the swine flu," said Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director of the Ralph Nader-affiliated Health Research Group, "then it should spend at least that much on smoking."

The secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), Joseph Califano, has launched an anti-smoking campaign. Califano calls his $23 million program "the most vigorous program against smoking this country has ever seen."

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) believes that the government is responsible for warning Americans of the health hazards of smoking. In 1964, the Surgeon General's report on smoking was issued. By 1969, anti-smoking messages appeared on the television screens. But in 1971 they removed from the air, along with cigarette ads. The FTC is about to reinstate the anti-smoking messages. So now we must figure..."}

The Lacrosse team's winning streak ended at the hands of the Aces, 7-3, on Tuesday. The team was fighting for their final game. The result was ideal for the first time in the history of the program.

The scoring ended at the first half as the field's defense and a tiren attack on the defense tightened up. The team defended the goal for the first time.

The game ended at the second half as the offense fell against a tiren attack. The defense tightened up and checks and interceptions. The same time, Beaver's attack was running down the hill much easier and a five goal rally ensued. Sue Grosky and Debbie Castor each had two goals, while Pam Anderson's third goal of the day finished up Beaver's scoring.

The most exciting game of the season ended in disappointment as Swarthmore's skill in passing led to Beaver's undoing. The program was allotted to Patricia "Patsy" Potts, who appeared in the starring role. The program was well attended and enthusiasm generated.

Perhaps the most exciting event of the season ended in disappointment as Swarthmore's skill in passing led to Beaver's undoing. The Lynn Webster was accompanied by the Glee Club in a Christmas spiritual entitled "It Was Poor Little Jesus." Secondly, a portion of the program was allotted to Patricia Potts, the star of the show. The audience was captivated by the magic of the season and the talents of the performers.

The federal funds. President Jimmy Carter replied that he had no intention of removing subsidies that enabled "so many hardworking families to earn a living." Approximately 600,000 farmers in the United States depend on tobacco for a major part of their livelihood. "If the government can spend $250 million to combat a nonexistent disease like the swine flu," said Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director of the Ralph Nader-affiliated Health Research Group, "then it should spend at least that much on smoking."

The secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), Joseph Califano, has launched an anti-smoking campaign. Califano calls his $23 million program "the most vigorous program against smoking this country has ever seen."

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) believes that the government is responsible for warning Americans of the health hazards of smoking. In 1964, the Surgeon General's report on smoking was issued. By 1969, anti-smoking messages appeared on the television screens. But in 1971 they removed from the air, along with cigarette ads. The FTC is about to reinstate the anti-smoking messages. So now we must figure..."
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Grey Towers Considered For National Monument

Historical building designation is that the building cannot be harmed by outside developers. For instance, if the state wanted to build a road that would ruin the aesthetic beauty of a national historical monument the National Register would prohibit it.

Grey Towers was erected for William Welsh Harrison, a member of Harrison, Havermeyer and Company, sugar refiners; in 1887 this family enterprise was incorporated as the Franklin Sugar Refining Co.

Snow Stifles Campus

West: "Guards Aren't Drunks"

Snow shovels travelled through the Research Annex rescuing the immobile professors from the sudden snowfall.

Food, not the lack of students, was the most important concern in the college. Nick LaSorsa, the hall manager, pointed out that the supply might have to be cut off. The last shipment of food arrived in time before the judges left, and the dormitories were stocked for the duration of the snow storms on campus.

Despite the lack of heat and the impossibility of getting out of bed, the snow did not stop the dormitory staff. The sudden inundation of postcards, packets, and postcards on campus everyone put in the mailroom.

Whether you call it Grey Towers, the old Harrison Estate, or the Castle, the stately mansion which dominates the southwestern horizon of Glenside, is Beaver College. Recently, the Washington Alumni Association suggested that procedures be undertaken to have the Castle declared a National Historical Monument.

Ms. Frances Lewis, vice president of development and college relations, and Dr. Edward Gates, president of the college, passed the suggestion on to Dr. Kenneth Matthews, chairman of the history department. Matthews has been busy researching the architecture and design of the Castle and preparing the

Grey Towers was erected for William Welsh Harrison, a member of Harrison, Havermeyer and Company, sugar refiners; in 1887 this family enterprise was incorporated as the Franklin Sugar Refining Co.

THE BEAVER NEWS

Let The Bells All Ring

Murphy Clock Chimes Again

Student Songs Create Mellow Yellow Mood

Party Addresses Problems

Campus Drinking, Smoking

By Beth Hailet

The student association president, Mary Alice Achec, recently suggested that student groups organize to address the drinking problem on campus.

Incident on campus related to the alcohol policy. Explains Mary Alice Achec, "It happened during orientation when mostly freshman were here. It was a calm party in back of the castle. I went outside, one keg was already gone, the other was half full. I told everyone they could go back in the castle.

Castle but stressed, "There are different guidelines. On special occasions you can serve alcoholic beverages in the Rose Room and the Mirror Room. We will be serving champagne punch at the 18th Century Ball. If it's bottled, beer can be served in the back Chat." There

In response to recent criticism in last week's Beaver News where students accused guards of being intoxicated on duty, Beaver's Maintenance Director John West vehemently denied such allegations. "None of my guards drink." West stated. Most of the drink complaints you hear now are just a carryover from last semester when there was a lot of drinking at the castle. West added, "the guards are here to protect the rights of the students living there too."

As for individual room parties, Parisi said, "As long as you respond to any disturbance you create, people should be able to relax and to have a good time in Residence Halls - but to consider that other people are living there, too." Parisi did not convey any real
Glenside, PA (UPI) - The class of '81 made the first of what was to be thousands of treks to the Business Office ("No, sorry, you have to go to Student Affairs") in September 1977.

After the business was taken care of it was time for fun. Lenny's discos were exciting, especially under water. After the Chat dried up it was time for the foot-stomping, yee-haw Blue Grass parties. The Chat carpeting was wet again - this time from beer. The newly opened game room had a nice christening of its own right.

We did some school work that year - remember Mama Rat? How about the fetal pig? Or Freshman English and the plays at the Walnut Street Theater - "Uncle Vanya" and "Travesties." Who knew the balcony was that high? But we became "cultured."

It was fun living in the dorms, especially after Freshmen skits were over. Where else could you find something new to wear in the comfort of your own home? But we weren't the only ones living in the dorms: Dilworth seemed to have a population of tiny critters living on the residents. But the soap was so nice to use!
Sophomore year showed the dorms with some new inhabitants - those small, furry rodents, the Dilworth/Thomas rats. Maybe Mama Rat should have been done in your own room.

Besides trying to get rid of the rats, the Beaver Boys were also busy defending the dorm damsels against those nasty LaSalle men. Alas, the end of the panty raids. And who was the laundry room assailant anyway?

The events were always recorded for posterity through Mike Kirby’s “Bits and Pieces” - did your parents subscribe? If they did they were also comforted in the fact that we were so safe on campus. While the “Flasher” and the “Glenside Rapist” were prowling around, security was smashing jeeps into trees and buildings. Somebody tried to freeze them in time - remember the snow-filled jeep?

Some new things happened that year, too. The campus elected its first male president of SGO - at the same time that they reenacted the Animal House Toga Party; was there a connection.

After the girls Tennis Team won the league championship and the Soccer Team went undefeated - indeed, after anything, there was always a party on the Spring Garden hall on Kistler First South. Yes, Mr. Daniels was always present.
The wild "Garden Parties" were changed to a new location when Heinz went co-ed our Junior year. Even Westminster invaded the previously all women's dorm as "Heaven" moved to Second North. Not everyone was lucky enough to have a dorm room to live in: Mert settled for a tent on Dilworth's lawn. Meanwhile, inside Dilworth the guys were rating the girls that walked across campus; did they find the perfect "10"? Downstairs the Chat was getting a facelift, only after "Chuck the Chat" buttons became a part of everyone's wardrobe.

Blake Hall was changing, too. It became the Student Activities Center. Then Heinz became the home of other activities when the Universal room opened --- and the biceps began to bulge. Is that why we had two sports championships?
The changes were never-ending. Dean Landman could no longer let her hair fall for Mr. Beaver and Miss Jean Francksen retired after many years of successful teaching. While the castle masquerade parties were hopping all night long the newly-repaired Murphy clock chimed away the passing hours.

Our Junior year ended with a bang - and a flame. The last band party of the year ended when flames shot into the midnight sky. Dilworth was on fire. Many rooms, lounges and hallways were charred; Kistler was immediately transformed into a coed dorm.

Surprise, surprise - we’re finally seniors! But the beer is not flowing so smoothly. This was the year of dodging the new alcohol policy with “beer balls” and smuggled kegs. What an increase in the number of private T.G.I.F. cocktail parties - any day of the week.

Celebrations were held for many (and any) reasons. Beaver College celebrated the Phillies’ World Championship in a sea of beer. Easton Road motorists were reminded of the victory by a seemingly endless line of cheering Beavers who stood along the Easton Road wall.

Linda and Spock’s “wedding” and cafeteria reception were more good reasons for celebration. At the Halloween party in Murphy we saw many effects of the new coed hall: why were so many of Beaver’s men dressed in women’s clothes? Everyone recovered and even relaxed when Second West Heinz opened up a coed massage parlor. Yes, we knew how to relax!
Who could ever forget the personalities that brought us so much joy? What would breakfast have been like without Dr. Hazard whistling while sitting at the next table? Or Mark Steward playing football outside in the snow - without a shirt? Has anyone ever asked the real Director of Student Affairs to stand up - you know, the real Gale What's-her-name?

What would a day have been like without finding the Business Office closed, getting yelled at by Tom in the Chat, hearing Bird's announcements at lunch, seeing Benny with another girl, getting attacked by Randy, or not finding an article on reserve? What will happen to everyone? Will "Senator" Stein be our next President? Will Yale be his private doctor? Will Joe rebuild the White House? Will Lance tour the pro tennis circuit; will he always be a Freshman Orientation Leader?
Change. It will always redesign the world as we have seen it change the face of Beaver's campus. Since we arrived we've seen the enrollment of men almost double. Bird created NORML and Woodstock while Mert formed the Outing Club. The birth of Mr. Beaver spawned a new era of traditions on campus. Our Mr. Beaver's - Al, Bird, and Mark - will be recorded in history, as will be the winners of the Academy Awards. Beaver now has a new bus, a new flag, and a new face thanks to Linda's artwork.
We'll never forget New Wave and Punk music, President Carter, No Nukes, the Glenside Pub, Star, Bozo, Preppies, Mork & Mindy, Animal House, discos, Iran, the presidential election, the "me" generation, and 8:30 classes.
Despite change, some things will always stay the same. There will always be parking tickets, snowstorms, the Annual Beaver/Spring Garden Football game, Christmas decorations, the castle lawn - in the winter - in the spring, Dr. Hazard’s office, Camp Akiba, “flushing”, Dr. Johnston’s parties (Soc 269), gym credit, HoJo’s, Beaver Beach, senior thesis, formalin, art portfolios, and finals. And there will always be parties. Class of ’81: “This one’s for you!!”
Money Managing for the Beaver Student

Don't Be Concerned—It's Just Your Future!

New Blood In Beaver Lifeline

Animal Behavior At Beaver

History Honors Hosts Conference

By Paula Oram

This semester five new teachers have been added to the Fine Arts Department. Each teacher was happy to talk about their art, career and lifestyle. A brief introduction to each professor follows:

Verna Prentice

Artist, Illustrator, Designer, Educator

with excellent learning opportunities in the area for research. While the facilities of the zoo, the students serve the social needs of an individually roup of mammals or incorporate this into quals research project.

begin with. The co-op became independent within four years and is now marketing weaving, silkscreen designs and applique work in Brazil and abroad. The women became more self-sufficient financially and received great satisfaction," she added.

Ms. Campbell's interest in weaving and textile production stems back to family involvement with crafts. She received her BA from Colby art history, an MFA from University of Georgia in 1978.

The Saga of Lillie Mauro's major field is silk screen making, and how this is tied to silkscreen produc:

"I'm currently working on a silkscreen related to the Children's Hospital in Washington D.C. Bob commented, "The commissioned print is three dimensional and takes the design structure of the hospital. "By three dimensional, I mean the print is a strip of cut and folded paper," he explained.

Glassboro State College.

Graduation Fears Quelled

First, during the time that elapses between schooling, an individual's interests may change. This time may serve as an opportunity to discover which specific field suits him. Another important reason is that very often once one is employed by a company, that company will pay for him to go back to school.

Not all undergraduates move into graduate school and not all psychology majors breed rats to run through mazes for the rest of their lives, so it is helpful to know that there are diverse occupations available in each major field. English majors may pursue careers as teachers, historians, editors or writers. Fine arts majors may enter fields from painting to business and management training. Psychology majors can help the mentally handicapped or teach. Some Beaver psychology majors have gone into law school.

EXTRA SENIORS
Deena Michele Grossman

Theatre Arts/English

If you always assume
the man sitting next to you
is the Messiah
waiting for some simple human kindness —
You will soon come to weigh your words
and watch your hands.
And if he so chooses
not to reveal himself
in your time —
It will not matter.
Danny Siegel's *And God Braided Eve's Hair*

Janice D. Beer

Interior Design

"Pride in accomplishment is truly its own reward."
John Gary
You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars; you have a right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.

Max Ehrmann

"The key to happiness is having dreams — the key to success is making them come true."

G.W. Douglas
Robin Joy Levin

Elementary Education/Hebrew

Who is wise?
The man who can learn
something from every man.
Sayings of the Fathers

Claire Hadida

Fine Arts (Art Therapy)

"On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur. L'essentiel est invisible aux yeux."
-Antoine de St.-Exupéry
Reneé Patrice Aldrich
Theatre Arts/English

William Shakespeare ...
"I was a star danced, and under that was I born ..."

Robert Louis Minutella
Chemistry

After many years of procrastination I finally did it, with a lot of help especially from Mom, Dad, and Theresa.
Jacquelyn West

Political Science/Sociology

Hobby: Bowling professionally. Career plans: Aside from improving my bowling game, I'd like to become a prominent woman lawyer and also either a councilwoman, senator, or representative. I'd personally like to thank all involved with my accomplishments at Beaver. My days here were fantastic and will always be an experience I'll never forget!

A.T. Al Otaibi

Business Administration
Karen Lynn Walton
Psychology

Susan Chace
Elementary Education/Sociology

“There is no failure except in no longer trying.”
Elbert Hubbard
Tina Adams

Business Administration

There is no finer sensation in life than that which comes with victory over one's self. It feels so good to go head-on into a hard wind, winning against its power; but it feels a thousand times better to go forward to a goal of inward achievement, brushing aside all your old internal enemies as you advance.

Michelle Johnson

Business Administration

To my parents, who have given me the Love and support needed to conquer the challenge of the past four years, I pledge my everlasting Love and respect. To the Friends I leave behind: Live for today; for yesterday is gone, and tomorrow not yet here. Love, Laugh, Enjoy Love Ya!
Christi Hardin

Business Administration/Honors

For me it is enough to say
That something beautiful passed my way.
Ida Catherine Rohif

Denise Roberts

Psycho-Biology

My code of life and conduct is simply this: work hard; play to the allowable limit; disregard equally the good and bad opinions of others; never do a friend a dirty trick ... never grow indifferent over anything . . . live the moment to the utmost of its possibilities . . . and be satisfied with life always, but never with oneself.
George Jean Nathan
My business is not to remake myself, but to make the absolute best of what God made.

~ Robert Browning

Kim Dickie
Fine Arts/Graphic Design

Maggie Gallo
Fine Arts/Graphic Design
It is my main concern to go beyond what I know and what I can know.

-Eva Hesse

cyndi allen
fine arts/painting

karen fish
fine arts/photography honors
Wendy E. Appelbaum

Psychology

"I may not win, but I can't be thrown out here on my own."

Kimberley Landham

Chemistry

"Labs Away"
... if one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. He will put some things behind, will pass an invisible boundary; new, universal, and more liberal laws will begin to establish themselves around and within him; or the old laws be expanded, and interpreted in his favor in a more liberal sense, and he will live with the license of a higher order of beings. In proportion as he simplifies his life, the laws of the universe will appear less complex, and solitude will not be solitude, nor poverty, nor weakness weakness. If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.”

Henry David Thoreau
Hanne Laursen

English

"The lies which bound him to this place (Denmark), he reflected, were of a mystic nature. He might never come back to it, and it would make no difference. . . . he himself would still be safe, would still have a home, and would carry weight in the world."

Fsak Dinesen: "Sorrow-acre."

Tony D. Carey

Math/Computer Science

"It's finally over"
"The value of life lies not in the length of days, but in the use we make of them: a man may live long, yet get little from life. Whether you find satisfaction in life depends not on your tale of years, but on your will."
- Michel de Montaigne

Every exit is an entrance to somewhere else.
We should all be concerned about the future, because we will have to spend the rest of our lives there.

Charles F. Kettering

Leslie Irene Cleghorn

Psychology

"To Educate your mind, is to educate your heart."

Marcie R. Shore

Elementary Education

We should all be concerned about the future, because we will have to spend the rest of our lives there.

Charles F. Kettering
Carmella C. Hoke
English

Lucretia Garrett
Printmaking
Ida Weingram
Business Administration

Carol Portman
Psychology
Lynne Janice Weiss
Chemistry/Honors

Clara Mae Pugh
Business Administration

Here is a dream worth the dreaming... here is a view of the past. Here is a heavenly voyage... that fate decreed not to last. Here is the sweetness of parting... I know that you understand.
B.B.
Melinda Joy Heller

Business Administration/Fine Arts

Andrew E. Burdan

Fine Arts-Ceramics

The face in the water looks up,
And she shakes her head as if to say
That its the last time you'll look
like today.
Sail away, away
Ripples never come back.
Go to the other side.
Sail away, away.
   Genesis-A Trick of the Tail

If I did not work,
these worlds would perish . . .
   Bhagavad-Gita
Randy Samuel Stuart

Graphic Design

Michael L. Stein

Business Administration/Theatre Arts

Divinity is
a give and take
between unknown participants,
in which occur
beyond the reach of each alone,
yet always happening-
a dizzy secretness
of relationships.

Jane Roberts

Adventures in Consciousness, 1975

Anita Crane Gross

Art

As a C.E. student, I believe I have gained as an individual intellectually and socially.

Joan Abramson

Psychology
Andrea Henry
Biology

Look to this day! For it is life, the very life of life. In its brief course lie all the verities and realities of your existence: the bliss of growth, the glory of action, the splendour of beauty; for yesterday is but a dream and tomorrow is only a vision; but today well-lived makes every yesterday a dream of happiness and every tomorrow a vision of hope. Look well therefore to this day!

Felicia Barnes
Chemistry

God is the joy and the strength of my life. He moves all pain, misery, and strife. He promised to keep me, never to leave me. He'll never ever come short of His word. I've got to fast and pray. Stay in this narrow way. I've got to keep my life clean every day. I want to go with Him when He comes back. I've come too far and I'll never turn back.
Bernard Lopez
Business Administration

"There is nothing permanent but change."

Steven M. Freedman
Social Studies / Secondary Education
Leslie Hope Bronfein

English/Honors/Secondary Education

Donna Maser

Painting
Wendy Lee Willans
Elementary Education / Early Childhood Education

Inge J. Karo
Psychology
What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Computers are always right,
But life isn't about being Right."
John Cage
Since art is a virtue of the intellect,
it demands to communicate
with the entire universe of the intellect.
Jacques Maritain
Mrs. Michelle B. Williams

Political Science/Sociology

Special Thanks To: My husband, Stephen
Mom
"Ga Ga"
Joyce
Carolyn
Jackie
Without these special people I couldn't have made it.

From the point of light within the mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of Men-
Let light descend on earth.

From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men-
May Christ return to Earth.

From The centre where the will of God is known
Let purpose guide the Little wills of men.
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

From the Centre which we call the Race of Man
Let the plan of light and love work out.
And may it seal the door where Evil Dwells.
Let light and love and power Restore the plan on Earth.
Author Unknown

Carolyn Wright

Biology/Psychobiology

"The Road goes ever on & on
Down from the door where it began,
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way
Where many paths & errands meet.
And wither then?
I cannot say."
J.R.R. Tolkien
Rosalind G. Smith
Sociology

Valerie Kibler
Chemistry
Selma Soicher Weisbein
Mathematics

Andy Kossman
Business Administration
Suzanne Ward Ray

History

Susan O’Neill

History/Art/Honors
Nadine Mindy Lane
Accounting/Business Administration

Alan Ottermann
Mathematics/Computer Science
Charles Bret Martin
Mathematics/Computer Science

Mark V. Tucci
Business Administration/Management
Holly Ann Burdick

English

I think a person is born with the need to dance or make a poem, whether he uses paint, clay, or fibers.

Peggy C. Fischer

Art
Carolyn Williams
Elementary Education

Deborah Hampton
English/Theatre Arts

"As I continue to achieve my goal in life, I will forever look up to God with sincere gratitude in helping me to follow the right path. For it is God which worketh in you to will and do of his good pleasure."
Today I want to do things to be doing them, not to be doing something else. I do not want to do things to sell myself on myself. I don’t want to do nice things for people so that I will be “nice.” I don’t want to work to make money, I want to work to work.

Today I don’t want to live for,
I want to live.
My prayer is;
I will be what I will be
And I will do what I will do. All I want to do, need to do, is stay in rhythm with myself. All I want is to do what I do and not to try to do what I don’t do. Just do what I do. Just keep pace with myself. Just be what I will be.

“I will be what I will be” - But I am now what I am. And here is where I will spend my energy. I need all my energy to be what I am today. Today I will work in rhythm with myself and not with what I “should be.” And to work in rhythm with myself I must keep tuned into myself. God revealed his name to Moses, and it was: I am what I am.

Hugh Prather

Evylon Beatrice Rauth

English

Quiet minds cannot be perplexed or frightened, but go on in fortune or misfortune at their own private pace, like a clock in a thunderstorm. Robert Louis Stevenson
Kathy Mackin
English

I SEE MY LIGHT
COME SHININ'!
FROM THE WEST
DOWN TO THE EAST.
ANY DAY NOW,
ANY DAY NOW . . .

Bob Dylan

Lyn Pascal
Art Education
Ellen Brower
Interior Design

Kathleen Degen
Political Science
Kathleen Shannon Stewart

Biology / Psychology / Honors Program

I want to be scene, not herd, said a wayward young springbok, as it splitt. Know your place, said the leader, which is together, And clubbed the errant back. Giving it the Gesellschaft. John W. Burns Conform

Judith Elaine Owens

Interior Design
To photograph truthfully and effectively is to see beneath the surfaces... Impression is not enough. Design, style, technique — these too are not enough. Art must reach further than impression or self-revelation. Art, said Alfred Stieglitz, is the affirmation of life. And life, or its eternal evidence, is everywhere.
Christiane Maria-Luise Casella

Graphic Design/Honors

"Roosters—we always have roosters, but like everything else in life we must discover them. Just as Corot discovered the morning and Renoir discovered little girls. Everything must be discovered—this box—a piece of paper. You must always leave the door open, always open—and the main thing is never to turn back once you pass through that door. Never to dismay and never to compromise. Roosters have always been seen but seldom so well as in America's weather vanes."

Pablo Picasso

Francyne Mary Federici

Interior Design/Fine Arts

ROADTRIPS . . . LaSalle . . . j.m.p. . . . crew . . . .
Jefferson Medical . . . j.s. . . . Check your Duff . . . .
Temple . . . d.k. . . . baseball . . . The Beacon in the
Night or White Dove . . . Alice in Wonderland . . .
Villanova . . . j.s. . . . rugby . . . University of
Pennsylvania . . . Smokey Joe's . . . dimple . . . m.l.
football . . . Phi Kappa Sigma . . . r.a. . . . football
Kappa Sigma . . . Egyptian . . . a friend's friend
oh no! . . . Flex Cowgirls . . . Phillies . . . Welfare
Dimes . . . Annual Beaver Bashes in Ocean City!
there!
Anna Elizabeth Miller

Biology

Work now play later.
My Dad

Janice Deborah Koppel

Business Administration/Fine Arts

"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
I am always satisfied with the best"
Oscar Wilde
Steve "Zippy" Czerwonka

Graphic Design

(going crazy- acting wild and obnoxious) Ambitions: a) to maintain personal satisfaction b) to maintain status in the Zippy Club

Lance Adam Baral

Business Administration
How often you have sailed in my dreams.
And now you come in my awakening, which is my
deeper dream.
Kahlil Gibran from The Prophet

Mary Melinda DeBoer
Psychology/Special Education

Roberta Lynn Helzner
Psychology/Special Education
Rivers belong where they can ramble,
Eagles belong where they can fly,
I've got to be, where my spirit can run free,
Gotta find my corner of the sky.

Better think awhile
Or I may never think again
If this were the last day of your life, my friend,
Tell me, what do you think you would do then?

Stand up to the blow that fate has struck upon you,
Make the most of all you still have coming to you, or
Lay down on the ground and let tears run from you;
Crying to the grass and trees and heaven finally on your knees.

Let me live again, let life come find me wanting,
Spring must strike again against the shield of winter.
Let me feel once more the arms of love surround me,
Telling me the danger's past, I need not feel the icy blast again.

GENESIS
Barbara Ann Toross

Chemistry

Look To This Day
Yesterday is already a dream, and tomorrow is only a vision, but today, well lived, makes every yesterday a dream of happiness and every tomorrow a vision of hope.

Pamela J. Veshnock

Psychobiology

Remember this also, and be well persuaded of its truth: the future is not in the hands of Fate, but in ours.

-J. Jusserand
some people say life's like
a merry-go-round
I think it's more like a
terris wheel
sometimes you just don't
know what to feel
cause sometimes you're up,
sometimes you're down

just when you think you've
got the game figured out
and you say you've had enough
the mysterious mad man with
his hand on the lever
don't seem to never ever want
to let you off

todd rundgren

TINA DAVIS • ENGLISH
Yale R. Smith
Chemistry/Biology/History

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

DR. YALE SMITH
Pediatric Physician

PATIENT NAME: Women of the Beaver
ADDRESS: Beaver College

NOT VALID FOR BRAND DRUGS

Free Medical Care for Your Children.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end or way;
But to act, that each tomorrow
Find us farther than today.
Longfellow
Molly Ethel Smallwood
Psychology

What you do today will determine what you will be doing tomorrow. Live today knowing tomorrow will come. M. Smallwood

Beth Ann Saslow
Biology
Lisa A. Kerrigan
Sociology

Georgia C. Lacas
Mathematics / Business Administration
Carol Lynn Hughes
Spanish / French

One dream becomes real — One thousand dreams become possible. I’ve only just begun; to live, learn, love. Un sueno llega a ser real — Mil suenos son posibles. Acabo de empezar; de vivir, aprender, amar. Un reve devient vrai — Mille reves deviennent possibles. Je ne fais que de commencer; de vivre, apprendre, aimer.

There’s nothing like success while succeeding. I did it My way!

Mark Keith Steward
Biology

Memories of the way we were. For everything must change. Although we may part, a special place in our hearts for one another shall forever remain.
Pamela Karin Downs

Theatre Arts / English

If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it. William Arthur Ward

Joan B. Freedman

Elementary Education
David Harris Rubinstein

Art-Science

A cloud does not know why it moves in just such a direction and at such a speed. It feels an impulsion . . . . that is the place to go now. But the sky knows the reasons and the patterns behind all clouds, and you will know, too, when you lift yourself high enough to see beyond horizons.

Susan Bayles Calkins

Sociology
Debora Ann Engle
History

Gary Ford Braufman
Business Administration
Stephen Halpern

Biology

Tracy Lee Cosentino

Mathematics / Computer Science
Susan Teresa Farnell
Interior Design

Eid Al-Yacoubi
Mathematics
Nancy Kalibat-McNutt
Business Administration

Linda Pendrak
Graphic Design
Nancy Irene DeFranco
Chemistry

Mary Lee Johnson
Sociology
Claire Cohen Baliban

Fine Arts

David Steward

Mathematics / Computer Science
SENIORS NOT PICTURED

Richard D. Appleton
Laura Lee Behm
Trudy Ann Berkowitz
Nancy Lynn Bianchini
Janet G. Callahan
Jayne Ann Clarke
Susan Lucille Cocco
Shirley Pearson Goldsmith
Barbara Ann Gross
Lorie J. Gyrath
Jack H. Harton
Laura Evelyn Hitchcock
Charles Asoka JangDhari
Thomas John Jordan
Sherri Lynn Kasloff
Francis Joseph McClosky
Susan McCormick
Pares Mallis
Bernadette A. Marchetti
Rosemary Massaro
Elizabeth Anne Montalvo
Andrea Tobi Rainer
Lynn Rosner
Jill E. Smith
Mindy G. Tarquini
Karen Denise Waiters
Lula M. Wheeler
Deborah Renee Wormley
Deborah Genter Zolot
Business Dept. Adds Accounting Professor

Textbook Store Finds New Home In Dilworth

By Judy York

The recent move of the textbook store has caused mass confusion among several Beaver students, including the seniors who are veteran textbook consumers. Mrs. Ann H.ie, the bookstore manager, explained during an interview with the Beaver News that when the store moved to Heinz Hall, the bookstore staff knew this location would be temporary because of plans to remodel the storeroom to become the new and permanent textbook store.

"The new location is much more convenient," Mrs. Canaan said. She added, "the new store can hold all of the books for all of the courses, and it can be managed much better since it is close to the regular bookstore." The bookstore staff expects new location to not only serve the staff, but also the students in a more competent way.

Dr. J Disturbed

To the Editor:

I was shocked to receive the last issue of the Beaver which contained a front page account in a news story for a fight on campus. I was not so shocked that there was no mention of my presence as an unlikely choice to write an objective news story.

Talent Abounds In Faculty Art Exhibit

By Jeff Neumasser

Stepping inside the Atwood Art Gallery, I immediately found myself surrounded by creatures, the likes never before witnessed. Then I remembered it was Halloween and my intrigue turned from the costumes to the art work on display at the annual Beaver Faculty Exhibition.

My first encounter with a faculty artist was Professor Mauro, who showed off his three-dimensional prints and objects. He found "creatures living in still life," which he calls "Night." A saucer might be seen dancing in still life as a hand holds objects. Paula Winokur paper mache into a vessel and covered ng shaving box. Dennis Kurek showed off his talents at graphic design.

Faculty Serves Students Pig-out?

By Jim Kahn

A faculty member at Beaver College is planning to hold a Pig-Out this semester.

Extra: Faculty & Staff
William James
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Hal Stewart
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Tony Giampietro
Audio-Visual Coordinator

Jack Kennedy
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Clarence Fore and Edna Story
Post Office

Librarians
Nick LaSorsa
Dining Service Manager

Benjamin Tate

Jeff Mullineaux and Marge Ward

Dr. Dorothy Haupt
Alumnae

Mrs. Marjorie Holler
Deputy Director
F/NE ARTS

MR. JACK DAVIS
CHAIRMAN

MS. ZINA GOLDSMITH

MR. RONALD KALLA

MRS. ANN WILLIAMS

MR. ROBERT MAURO
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

MRS. ANITA UDELL
CHAIRMAN

MRS. HELENE COHAN
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DR. WILLIAM BIGGS
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MUSIC
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DR. PRADYUMNA CHAUHAN

DR. WILLIAM BRACY

DR. ROSARY O'NEILL

MRS. HELEN BUTTEL

MRS. JOANNE BOMZE
DR. ELAINE MAIMON

DR. PATRICK HAZARD

MS. LINDA DETRA

CHAIRMAN

RELIGION

DR. CHARLES HALL

CHAIRMAN

PHILOSOPHY

DR. FINBARR O'CONNOR

CHAIRMAN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EDUCATION

DR. ADELINE GOMBERG
MRS. RENEE MAGID
DR. PATRICIA GUMP

DR. STEVEN GULKUS
DR. PHYLLIS NEWCOMER
BIOLOGY

DR. RAYMOND ROSE
CHAIRMAN

DR. MYRA JACOBSOHN

DR. GAIL W. HEARN
PSYCHOLOGY

DR. BERNARD MAUSNER
CHAIRMAN

DR. WILLIAM CARR

DR. SAMUEL CAMERON

DR. BARBARA NODINE

DR. THERESA SPIEGEL
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DR. ARTHUR BREYER  DR. STEPHEN HUBER  DR. NORMAN JOHNSTON
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Stiteler Chapel Opens Doors

By Cheryl Baisden

Lawson, who was employed to renovate and upgrade the existing space. She created the design of Stiteler from the building code requirements for exiting, the building's original configuration, and the pre-designated use of the chapel. The Chapel will serve the college, church and area communities by bringing many entertainment to the

Invasion of the Body Lice

By Mike Kirby

No, it isn't the title of one of those B grade science fiction flicks. It's a very real panic that has the students of Dilworth Hall literally climbing the walls. If you've recently had the un-controllable urge to scratch, itch or scream, you might be one of those poor unfortunates stricken with that irritating and somewhat embarrassing infestation known as pubic lice, more commonly referred to by degenerates and low-lifes as "crabs".

Crabs, those nasty little mutations that nest in your hair, under your arms and in your private parts, too. They're easily transmitted through physical contact and, if not treated, can lead to an emergency visit to the Health Center.

Fantasies Of Parking Lots

There has been a lot of speculation on behalf of Beaver Students in regard to the location and construction of Beaver's new parking lot. John West, director of the physical plant, has confirmed that there will be no parking lot(s) this year, since parking is not part of the school's original plan. As far as matters concerning the construction of parking lots must go through the township.

The new parking lot will include the hockey field. The township is concerned about the lack of water drainage, which will result from the removal of greens and shrubs.

The Chat is Back

KEG STOLEN FROM DINING HALL
CASTLE: 1st Row: Emily Betsch, Lisa Bell, Hillary Heywood, Clare Edwards, Jill Llagada, Jan Leiby. 2nd Row: Dana Laupe, Suzanne Eckert, Linda McVeigh, Michele Royer, Anne Crable, Nancy Davis. 3rd Row: Angela Rodriguez, Mika Mizobe, Mary Ellen Schilling
KISTLER: Tyra Draper, Sharon McLeod, Silky, Sylvia Gardner, Debbie Wright, Karen Smith, Carla Mackey, Cindy Burgess, Cheri Lockett, Chris Stepenskie, Christi Hardin, Gloria Byers, Benita Foster, Crystal C. Davis, Lisa D. Baker, Denise M. DeNault, Lisa Paar, Cheryl Chamberlin, Sandra Mark, Jill Cammisa, Allison Heller, Jenni Walker, Dania Williams, Dina Williams, Monique Johnson, Joyce Lea, Bonnie Stevenson, Ka- jet Washington, Christine Block, Abby Burns, Jo Anne Tozzi, Kathy Hartmann, Mary Anderson, Dierdre Moore, Bert Torony
RESIDENT DIRECTORS: 1st Row: Charles Moeller. 2nd Row: Mary Alice Achten. 3rd Row: Judy Levin, Keith Petrosky, Eileen Moeller
**Sports Report**

**Tennis Team Romps To Victory**

It seems that when Coach Weiss' tennis team decides to win, they do just that. All Beaver players enjoyed the victory, led by Anita D'Amore, with her bullet backhand, shot down her opponent 6-2, 6-4. Despite the closeness of the second set, Polic and Meg Moyer, Beaver's second doubles team, showed their Montco opponents what tennis was all about.

**Football Force**

Last Sunday, Beaver College played a powerhouse. Unfortunately, it didn't work out for the team. The game was rough, but the team's spirit was high.

**Hockey Record Drops To 3-3**

Beaver took advantage of a fan's goal to tie the game at 3-3. It was a tough game, but the team hung in there.

**Soccer Team Scores Big**

By Judy York

Jamie Gutierrez, Beaver team member, pulled a calf muscle in the half. Beaveup on the play an imed Al-Bussaid leaving the tally at 1 in retaliation, Moham is kicked by the op team's goalie and wi. The Beaver squad wi as Rafa Abaica added re point to the scor med assisted on th added one more c i. Towards the end...
The Beaver College Equestrian Team, under the guidance of coach Judy Stephens of Timber Edge Farm, Horsham, Pa., the 1980-1981 show season. This year's Team includes a group of new riders as well as last year veterans. The entire Team looks forward to adding more honors to those it has already won.

MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL
Front row left to right- Darrell Springfield #11, Lenny Parker, Co-Captain #13, Bernard Lopez, Co-Captain #12, Len Ridge #21, Back row- Lornell Morris Jr. #23, Christopher McLendon #14, Dave Schlocker #30, Gregg Zankman #34, Antoin (Smack) Greene #22
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL
Left to right- First Row: Christine Block, Jill Cammisa, Chaweewan Ponlakon, Michele Petroski.
Second Row: Cynthia Jiles, Theresa Petosa, Julie Cheng, Viola Williams.
WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS: Kerry Jampolis, Jan Beer, Mika Mizobe, Meg Moyer, Gayle Assetto

MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS: Steven Sabolsky, Lance Baral, Gerald Huggins
The Beaver News Elects
New Editor-In-Chief

By Mike Kirby

In a heated election last Wednesday evening, Bobbie

NORML News

Beaver College NORML held its second successful
Open House/Meeting on Thursday night, October 9.

Discussed were upcoming social activities such as the
Makouch Band Party to be held on Saturday, October 18, 1980. This event is co-sponsored by SPB.

Educational topics discussed included the 1980 elections - the candidates and their stands on the issue of marijuana, and the use of marijuana in the field of medicine. Everyone warmed up on hot cocoa and marshmallows, and doughnuts were enjoyed by all.

Also, NORML will be showing three films on Thursday night, November 6 in Murphy Hall. The films include Buster Keaton (1922), Charlie Chaplin (1925) and W.C. Fields (1930). In addition, Beaver College NORML t-shirts are on sale.

Phi Alpha Theta

Recommended

The Iota-Theta Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, an In-
SGO Officers Ready To
Reconvene

By Bruce Silverstein

As the 1980-81 academic year begins to take shape and the students settle into their new schedules, there is still an important phase of student activity which has not yet officially begun, the Beaver

S.G.O. Takes Care Of Business

By Bruce Silverstein

A majority of senators turned out for the Senate meeting held Tuesday, October 9. Keith Bone, S.G.O. President, called the meeting to order; the majority of the previous meeting was read and new business brought to the floor.

Michele Johnson, auditor, introduced S.G.O.'s motion of business that was supposed to be weak and their offense wasn't supposed to be much better. Well, on Sunday night, in Houston, they brought the World Series to Philadelphia and the Phillies now have the opportunity to bring Philadelphia its first baseball championship since the Philadelphia Athletics left town.

The last time that the Phillies were in the World Series was 1950 when they

PHILS DEFY THE ODDS

By Bruce Silverstein

Six months ago it was said that they didn't have a prayer; their pitching was considered to be weak and their offense wasn't supposed to be much better. Well, on Sunday night, in Houston, they brought the World Series to Philadelphia and the Phillies now have the opportunity to bring Philadelphia its first baseball championship since the Philadelphia Athletics left town.

The last time that the Phillies were in the World Series was 1950 when they

lost to the New York Yankees, 4 games to none. The only other time they were in the Series was 1915 when Grover Cleveland Alexander won what was to be the only Phillies World Series victory in history. They went on.

September 20, 1979

Beaver Leaders Meet at
Camp Akiba

By Nancy Maguire

On Friday, Sept 14, despite nasty weather conditions, Digioia and eighteen 

eers left Beaver

to have a con-
as the field at Castle, nestled just ten minutes from the Brodhead
tion of the major um clubs w e. represent (among them S.P.B.
O., NORML, D.S.C.
C. & N.S.O.).

A. Digioia organized a team by scheduling
The Beaver College student affiliate chapter of the American Chemical Society has been cited for nine consecutive years as one of the outstanding chapters in the nation. Our speakers, events, and the level of student participation have made this achievement possible each year.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY


AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

The Athletic Association underwent some major changes this year. It changed from a club to a student/faculty committee. This was done so to afford Andy's, Randy's, Lance's and Brett's soccer cleats; Tracy's and Suzie's hockey shin guards; Jan and Carolyn's tennis balls; Len's and Bernard's basketball warm-ups; Nancy's lacrosse stick; and the Athletic Banquet for the rest of the Varsity Sports Athletes.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

1st row: Kerry Jampolis, Meg Moyer, Mary Ann Ritaldado, Lisa Ely, Andrea Graham, Mike Mizobe, Jan Beer. 2nd row: Jill Cammisa, Christine Block, Theresa Petosa, Chaweewan Ponlakon, Julie Cheng. 3rd row: Lance Baral, Gayle Assetto, Steve Sabolsy, Gerald Huggins, Michele Petroski.

ASSOCIATION OF BEAVER BLACKS

1st Row: Mark Steward, Carolyn Williams, Debbie Hampton, Dierdre Moore, Sharon McLeod, Monique Johnson, Kathleen Weeks. 2nd Row: Heddie Williams, Tyra Draper, Valyrie Moore, Lisa Sharpe, Crystal Danis, Gloria Byers, Clara Pugh- Senior Representative. 3rd Row: Karen Walton, Andrea Henry, Rosalind Smith, Cheryl Holder- Freshmen Representative, Sylvia Gardner, Kajet Washington, Debbie Wright- Secretary/Treasurer. 4th Row: Cynthia Jiles, Terrance Moore- Junior Representative, Michelle Johnson, Jenean Greene, Miriam Selby.

Steering committee ... The unknown Black Room ... Tues ... Blanche Staton ... Let's go Disco no sneaker creatures ... Dress is fashionable ... Participation is hey ... remember the gold stars ... "Freedom" ... Black History Month ... Fashion Show ... Gospelrama ... semiformal in castle dinner out ... Buttons ... sweat shirts ... T-shirts ...
BEAVER ASSOCIATION OF FINE ARTS
1st row- Neica Heilkey (secretary), Ellen Greenspan, Karen Fish (President), 2nd row- Donna Ferguson, Mara Litin (Treasurer), Karen Muller, Bell Donovan. 3rd row- Cathy Hill, Maggie, Gallo, Bonnie Hayes (Advisor), Holly Burdick, Kim Dickie, Patty Mayer.

"Special Educators do it Exceptionally."

BEAVER ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Sitting- Roberta Helzner, Vivian Gracie. Standing- Mary DeBoer, Mary Anderson, Martha Karron, Jeanne Stewart.
BEAVER CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Sitting - Anne Greacen, Beverly Bell, Bill Martin. Standing - Thai Donatto, Donna Povers, Cameron Partow, Sandra Mark, Debbie Wright

CASTLEAIRES

Sitting - Cheryl Chamberlin, Tina Davis, Merri Bender. Standing - Kathy Kroll, Susan Hennis, Amy Lemmons, Laurie Lieberman

"The Castleaires is a small group of a cappella singers who are selected by student audition. We are student-run and organized, and we sing many types of music from madrigals to more contemporary pieces."
The Beaver College Jewish Student Union started the year off on a happy note. The refusnick, eighteen year old Ler Genin, whom they were sponsoring, was able to leave Moscow.

An Israeli Cafe, completed with Israeli music, dance and falafel was the first campus wide event of the year. It was quickly followed by a dance, co-sponsored with Drexel. For Hanukah, a dinner and an informal service were held. Other events of the year included deli dinners, a sedar and Israeli films.

BEAVER INTERNATIONAL CLUB


BEAVER COLLEGE JEWISH STUDENT UNION

Sitting- Leslie Beckhoff(Treasurer), Harriet Coren(President), Harriet Shapiro(Vice-President), Sharyn Paige(Secretary). Standing- Karen Alpert, Pam Veshnock, Marcie Shore, Wendy Appelbaum, Marilyn Golub, Ruth Heller.
CONTINUING EDUCATION

BEAVER NEWS
Sitting- Carol Mihelik, Deborah Derrickson, (Feature Editor) Bobbie Lewis, (Editor-in-Chief) Jeff Neuhauser, (News Editor) Mara Lithin (Staff). Standing- Cheryl Lockett, Leslie Beckhoff, Kathy Makin, Arie Cohen, Lisa Sloat, Randy Stuart.

BUDGETARY COMMITTEE OF 560
Sitting- Nancy Maguire, Michelle Johnson. Standing- Carla Mackey, Tony Giampietro, Ellen Kimmel.
OUTING CLUB


KAPPA DELTA PHI

Standing: Mary DeBoer, Lisa Broad Shu Schull (Vice pres.), Roberta Heizner. Missing: Wendy Willans, (Pres.), Joan Belber Freedman (Tres.), Chris Shaffer (Sec.)
ENGLISH CLUB


FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB

1st row- Florence Wilson, Murat Dogruol, Tina Davis. 2nd row- G. Gabriel, Julie Cheng, Chaweewan Ponlakon, Wendy Appelbaum.
Gargoyle

Sandy Cuban, Chris Jones (Art Editor), Daryl Campiglia (Editor-in-Chief), Mark McBeth, Patti Shea

The Beaver College Singers, formerly the Glee Club is now co-ed. The Singers perform at school, churches, and civic groups throughout the community. Besides joint concerts with other colleges this year, they performed at the Philadelphia Academy of Music.

The director, Josephine Morley, an alumna of Beaver College is Director of Music for Newtown Friends School, Newtown, PA and Director of Music for Gloria Dei Lutheran Church.

Beaver College Singers

1st row- Lynne Weiss, Mary Lee Johnson, Denise Roberts(Pres.), Josephine Mosley(Director), Linda Raymond. 2nd row- Anthony DeMarco, Mary Alice Fleming, David Eatough, Sara Hoener, Jenny Bradshaw. 3rd row- Joseph Cavuto Kath Kroll, Lauri Lieberman, Mary Anderson, Cheryl Chamberlin.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION COMMITTEE

First Row- Cathy Price, Barb Reppert, Grace Franco, Jennifer Walker.

NORML


Weenie roast ... Hot turkey barbeque ... Is it legal yet? ... Speakers ... Band parties ... Open houses ... MA-KOCH ... Funnies night ... WOOD-STOCK ... NORML t-shirts ... 10th Anniversary Conference ... It has been a great three and a half years ... Thank you for all you support.
SPECIAL THANKS to Gale DiGiorgio and Phyllis (more phone calls?) and Tom Williams (more deadlines?) for all the help and support. THANKS to The Collegeville Independent, J.T. Stewart, editor, and Dana Zeldler, Jennifer Walker, Benny Tate, Maggie Galio, and The Beaver News, past and present. THANKS also to Nancy Maguire and Judy Owens, left.

STAFF

LEFT: Steve Czerwonka MIDDLE: Janice Koppel, Fran Federici, Andrea Henry, Chris Casella, Merri Bender, Mara Litin, and Kathy Stewart Right: Carol Hughes NOT PICTURED: Ellen Greenspan
RESIDENT ASSISTANTS AND COMMUTER ASSISTANTS

Lynold McGhee, Michelle "Me" Johnson, Debbie Wright, Terrance Darcius Moore, Karen McHugh, Ron Orndorff, Bert Torony, Christi Hardin, Kathy Hartman, Carolyn Bowman, Margot Donohue, Christiane Casella, Jan Leiby, Andrew E. Burdan, Holly Burdick, Jenni Walker, Brett Martin, Daria Czyczon, Chris Palmer, Kathy Mackin, Patti Shea, Felicia Barnes

RESIDENCE HALL COUNCIL

Sitting: Katie Mariani, Cathy Scott, Theresa Hickey. Standing: Jenean Greene, Theresa Fusco, Auvida Henley.
"The aim of education should be to convert the mind into a living fountain, and not a reservoir. That which is filled by merely pumping in, will be emptied by pumping out."
John M. Mason

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIVE


PSI CHI

Front Row- Anita D'Amore(Jr. Pres.), Mary DeBoer(President), Kathy Stewart(Secretary). Back Row- Roberta Helzner, Carol Portman, Wendy Applebaum.
SGO OFFICERS
Left to Right: Michele Dock (Pres.), Herbert Bally (Sec.), Tony Giampie-tro (Treas.), Cindy Burgess (Vice Pres.)

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Left to Right: Pam Veshnock (V.P.), Mindy Heller (SEC.), Tina Adams (TREAS.), Barb Toroa (PRES.)
Movies, Band parties, coffeehouses, outings ... The Bad Earth band ... leave it to Lorraine ... Where's John? ... "The Gang" ... no kegs? ... glasses will never sound the same.

STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD


"Side By Side By Sondheim" ... Don Steele ... "Vanities" Nancy Dedler ... Drama Momma ... "The Country Girl" ... Ronn Tpmbaugh ... "A Doll's House" ... Basil Burwell ... Thanks Dr. O'Neill, Ms. Boretz, Mrs. Cutler, Mike, John, Tom, and Paul for a great year! Officers: Deena Grossmann, Renee Aldrich, Michael Stein and Joanne Peterson.

THEATRE PLAYSHOP

Standing- Craig Taylor, Micheal Stein, Debbie Hampton, Neil Efron; Carla Morris, Joanne Petersen, Sitting- Elizabeth Steines, Amy More, Renee Aldrich, Deena Grossman, Claire Edwards, Pamela Downs, Jill Slagada.
Why do I bother?

WHAT classes?

Hey, learn how to order!

Good ol' moonshine
The rain postponed it for a week, but it was indeed a happening. It was —

Music, munchies, beer, sun, —-Fun!

WOODSTOCK

Love children?

Hail, Hail —-
That's right —

Rock Lobsters

Take it away, P. Shea!
Andy, in his last moment of glory at the third annual Mr. Beaver Pageant.

Our new Mr. Beaver, Mark MacBeth, wearing the royal crown ready to embark on an exciting year as our King.
DR. EDWARD D. GATES
PRESIDENT
Dean Bette Landman
DR. DAVID M. GRAY

VICE-PRESIDENT